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1. Are you an “advanced primate” or a “supergod”?
A fact of our modern society. The problem is parts of evolution are correct, just
like parts of religion are correct. But half truths will not save you.
There is a division coming where people will have to make a choice one way or
another.
Evilsolution (evolution) teaches we mortals came from a slime and then became
a primate, then ringo bingo deep time takes over and all of a sudden a Professor
emerges.
The bible teaches we are made “In the Image of God” 6,000 years ago.
John 10:34
34
Jesus answered them, Is it not written in your law, I said, Ye are gods?
Also the song amazing grace prophesied that after 10,000 years we will shine
like the son.
There are many examples of super beings in the bible. John the Revelator was
visited by a supergod who happen to be one of his former believers.
Rev 22:8-9
8
And I John saw these things, and heard them. And when I had heard and
seen, I fell down to worship before the feet of the angel which shewed me these
things.
9
Then saith he unto me, See thou do it not: for I am thy fellow servant, and
of thy brethren the prophets, and of them which keep the sayings of this book:
worship God.
We are eternal beings and this world is but a moment in our TIME. Who knows
what we will be like, way into eternity. “supergods” comes to mind.
So what is your view of yourself? Are you an ameba that per chance became an
advanced primate! Or are you an immortal being with a spirit trapped inside that
physical body, that was created and designed by your Father, who is “Almighty
God”, made with the same neural network the same mind (howbeit we have
deviated) the same physique. A mirror image (howbeit physical) of Almighty
God.
Gen 3:22
22
And the LORD God said, Behold, the man is become as one of us, to
know good and evil:
We became like Him also in the spirit, via the majesty of free choice.

So I ask you again. Are you a supergod in the making! Or have you been
convinced you’re an advanced primate?

2. Are the stars Eternal?
How long have the stars been in existence? 15b. years. I think not, the big bang
did not happen. That’s a mans theory, to back up the expanding universe and
the loss of anti-matter?
Our universe’s have been in existence since the beginning.
When was the beginning? An eternity ago. No one knows. That’s why its called
ETERNITY, if you knew the beginning it wouldn’t be eternal.
Gen 1:1
1
In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.
The beginning is eternal. The beginning is impossible to fathom or conceive.
Why? Because our universe is but a drop in the ocean that has no end or depth.
How? First think, does space have an end? Logically no. It can’t end, if so what
is at the end of space? And then what is at the end of it? So therefore space has
no end. Correct!
Our universe would be but a drop in space at that rate. So how can matter only
exist in one drop of space? It cant. Matter if its in one drop.( and we are proof
that there is one drop, our universe)……Has to be every where else. Correct!
With this in mind, the term multi-verse becomes but a bucket of water in an
endless ocean.
My conclusion is: there is no limit to matter/universes/life.
With this in mind. Why would God create the stars; (All matter) in one day in one
afternoon, between igniting the sun and positioning the moon in orbit and setting
up the planets. Our solar system.
My conclusion is: Moses asked the question in the tent of tabernacles, regarding
creation.
“Hello, what about the stars” to which God answered, “well, I made them ALSO”
Gen 1:16-18
16
And God made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the
lesser light to rule the night: (the sun: via gravitational collapse and the
moon) He made the stars also. (The word ALSO, is an after thought)
17
And God set them (the sun and the moon, possibly the 7 planets as
well ) in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth,
18
And to rule over the day and over the night, and to divide the light from the
darkness: and God saw that it was good.
Now to conceive that God was talking of our solar system is normal (correct) as
all through “creation week” He speaks of OUR world our solar system. To base
the creation of the entire multi-verses on a word ALSO….. is wrong. Specially
when six days were dedicated on our solar system, and mostly on a watery

planet, that He hovered over.
(Gen 1:2)
God did create ALL matter! But that’s another story.

3. Who or what is God Almighty?
John, called Him Love, a spirit. Jesus said “He seeks such to worship Him.”, He
also said, that only He could reveal God to people.
The Catholics have combined the Three Gods we know of and have called them,
The Almighty. The trinity, howbeit there is no suggestion that the Holy spirit is to
be worshiped. In olden times they worshiped many gods (the queen of heaven
being one). Jesus destroyed them all. And wrote:
The Lord thy God is ONE.
Then along comes Jesus and proclaims Himself as God, and forget the rest..
come to God through me.
It is a bit hard to bare, most of the world worship a God they cant even
comprehend. They are not pleasing Him for He seeks those who know Him.
I know Him. (yes, a great statement) but true. (Acts 17:23)
“God is many, He reproduces Himself, three we know of on Earth!
The many are one. The All Mighty… endless power.
They all together make up a Spirit, for God is spirit.” The simple truth.
How can this be? Jesus gave us the secrete when He told us of the
Church/Bride. A billion souls that make up one spirit a gorgeous super woman.
That Jesus marries at the end of this age.
Rev 21:9
9
And there came unto me one of the seven angels which had the seven
vials full of the seven last plagues, and talked with me, saying, Come hither, I will
shew thee the bride, the Lamb's wife.
Rev 19:9
9
And he saith unto me, Write, Blessed are they which are called unto the
marriage supper of the Lamb. And he saith unto me, These are the true sayings
of God.
How can billions be one? That’s simply answered in (Z4).
So if God is many why don’t we worship them all like the Hindus? I told you
before Jesus is a jealous God and only through Him can we see the face of the
Almighty. For e.g. “The Queen of Heaven” was possibly the Holy spirit.

So God, commonly called the Father, the Almighty is made up of countless
entity’s of whom Jesus is the owner of Earth.

4.

What is spirit?
Like matter, spirit is REAL. It must be better than matter (physical) because God
chooses to live there, forever.
1.
It comprises all things including the matter universes (physical)
2.
Its laws work on another level, often breaking the laws of matter.
3.
It can be accessed in the matter world via God/permission.
So what is this intangible invisible force that pervades All things? I have come to
the realization, that spirit is Anti-matter the opposite energy of every atom. Since
the big bang (Z2) is false then all matter comprises anti-matter.
So a complete universe/universes exit side by side, and even inside you.
These anti-matter universe have been in existence forever. By its (spirit) power
worlds are created. Look at our physical world as a 4th dimensional world and
anti-matter being the 5th dimension in this matter universe. It is not separate but
just another dimension of our universe.
This mirror/anti-matter/spirit world universe is just like our universe, but invisible
and opposites in power. Yet they hold each other together.
Now the concept of a super race of beings comes to the front with the ability to
not only create worlds but also to manipulate matter so it becomes a living
creature to produce an animal, or a human. Now comes the rhyme and reason
for Earth and all its labors. To produce a crop of anti-matter being that would join
the supergods in the anti-matter world.
So what is spirit….anti-matter….Basically (though I feel its even greater) What is
anti-matter, CERN describes it as the opposite of the matter atom (like a mirror)
good analogy.. I have a better one: Jesus told me its like the matter atom and its
parts are like a computer (physical) and the anti-matter atom is like the programs
(spirit) that run it. The computer is dead without its program.
Also.. the program runs how the computer connect to a network/www. Or in a
biological scenario the anti-matter decides what part to make. A human, a
kidney, a tree, a rock.
E.g.: a H atom is just “useless” by itself, when a billion get together and mix with
a billion 2x O atoms a water drop forms. This information to build the water is in
the anti-matter sub particles, they hold the code to build all matter, how? Antimatter is God/spirit.
YES: God is as huge as the multi verses and as small as the sub-atom. He is All
powerful All present. He is beyond all imagination and so, reproduces Himself in
the matter world as a son. E.g.: Jesus.

5. Is there life elsewhere?

YES…. But what kind?

1.
Countless Stars/Sun’s with planets orbiting.
2.
Countless galaxies/universes. Space/matter has no end.
3.
Our planet being intelligent for only 6,000 years, advanced only 200 years.
4.
Eternity backward and forward with life & beings, being super advanced.
5.
To conceive that we are the most intelligent life that ever existed is foolish
6.
Other life (like us) more advanced would have sent out
signals/messages.?
7.
So since there out there, why don’t they communicate? Or do they?
Yes the life that abounds thought all the galaxies we see and countless
universes out there…is spirit with incorruptible bodies. Basically supergods. They
are so vast so expansive to conceive the amount would give you a headache.
So my conclusion is God has been creating solar systems/life forever, and will
always create.
Man in His evil solution has made the physical matter world the only possible
existence, and therefore life to mortal man can only be flesh life. This is man’s
greatest mistake. His biggest ignorance. The life man expects is like an ET,
some sort of weird evolved alien.
Life exists without a doubt, and the universes are full of life, But we our sinful
mortal planet has lost the plot, the rhyme and reason. And therefore cannot be
associated with the eternal beings that inhabit most of the world’s out there.
Don’t despair, there is an answer. Soon Jesus will return with His Kingdom.
Rev 21:2
2
And I John saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from God out
of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.
Rev 21:12
12
And had a wall great and high, and had twelve gates, and at the gates
twelve angels,
This Kingdom is a REAL city, coming down from space, it will be like an invasion.
And Jesus will bring our planet into the vast “Kingdom of God” with countless
planets, all in the Kingdom.

6.

Is the world corrupted?

YES.

Death, Wars, Crime, The System. Bondage, The Rich, The Poor, Sin.
Everything is corrupted, even our bodies and not to mention our minds with the
powers that be constantly deluding/brainwashing us to be better servants for the
commercial system. Using the media and religion and moral condemnation.
We are all on “death row”. Don’t be fooled by your pretty cell, mate.
The answer: Get saved.
SALVATION.
The basic principle of this Gift is Jesus Christ possesses your spirit, and you live
in a symbiotic relationship with God. This is a permanent irrevocable situation.
The best way to live in salvation is to go to a local church, the churches are a
giant nursery.
They wont have the faith to tell you of the things, I am unafraid to look into.
But they are a perfect nest to grow in “the walk of the Lord”.
Jesus knocks at the door of your heart, begging to come in and make all things
better.
Pray this prayer in sincerity:
“Dear Jesus, I believe you are God’s son, and your death forgives and takes
away my sins. I ask you to enter my soul and live with me forever. Teach me to
love others as you have. Amen”
Or you can be your own god and reject the gift of eternal life, and try to save
yourself do your own thing and consequently live eternally with yourself. Lots of
luck with that. ?
To us He is LOVE……….with Him we don’t need luck!

7. Does God have sex?

YES.

1. All He creates has sex: trees, flowers, bees, birds, monkeys, and you.
2. Everything He says in creating ends with “be fruitful and multiply”.
3. In Eden He made two perfect mortals and put them in paradise, nude.
4. Love is His spirit, and it can only come from close intimate connection.
5. He has parts like a man, and functions like a man. “In His image”.
6. The angels have sex, and children. There is sex in the 5th dimension.
Gen 6:2 That the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and
they took them wives of all which they chose.
Its not God that isn’t sexy, its you His corrupted creation that has ruined it,
manipulated it, monopolized it, systemized it to make it adapt to your corrupt
world.
I am not an expert on this subject, but I know the difference between right and
wrong, corruption and blessing, religious manipulation and freedom, system
bondage and liberty. Mans accepted ways and God’s intended ways.
The church system has accomplished the restraint and addictions of sex and its
abuses, but lacks in the freedom an adult must have.
As the apostle Paul & Jesus said. “according to your faith be it done unto you,
and to the pure all things are pure but to the defiled, nothing is clean”. All things
include your sexual life or lack of it . Whatever you choose for your stay here on
Earth. (Tit 1:15 Matt 9:29) You can live in sexual restraint if you wish, just don’t
force it on your fellow man, if you’re an adult.
The western system has the rules of sex and the right of passage down to a fine
art. God bless it for helping the youth to find there way in this traumatic period of
there life. They are truly professional at the physical adjustments in life, (child
protection, right of passage, restraint and addictions also Medicare and social
services) but lacking in the spiritual life.
As I said, “I am not an expert”. But I know for absolute sure, God endorses sex,
He creates it and uses it, otherwise we would never have has Jesus. His son.

